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C H A PT E R 2

Analysis of the External Environment: Opportunities and Threats

Application Exercises
Exercise 1: Practice evaluating the industry five forces
using the strategy tools presented in this chapter using the
cola industry case included in your textbook.
Read the case, Coca-Cola, Pepsi, and the Shifting Landscape of the
Carbonated Soft Drink Industry.
1. Use the strategy tool presented in this chapter, along with data from
the case, to evaluate:
a. The intensity of rivalry within the cola manufacturing industry
(where Coca-Cola and Pepsi are prominent firms). Is rivalry high,
medium or low?
b. The intensity of supplier power within the cola bottling industry
(where Coca-Cola and Pepsi are prominent suppliers). Is supplier
power high, medium, or low?
2. Where sufficient data aren’t available, use qualitative evidence to
evaluate the strength of a particular factor. Whether there is sufficient
data or not, fill in the explanation/data line of each strategy tool where
the data can be found and/or a summary of your logic.
3. Which industry is likely to be more attractive: cola manufacturing or
bottling? Why? Use your analysis to back up your claim.

Exercise 2: Practice Evaluating the Five Forces, using the
strategy tools presented in this chapter.
1. Use either an industry that your professor assigns to you or pick an
industry of your choice.

Exercise 3: Analyze the effects of the general environment
on an industry of your choice.
1. Identify an industry you would like to learn more about. Ideally, you
should be able to gather sufficient information on this industry to thoroughly analyze the impact of the general environment on industry profitability. Although information is available for a wide variety of industries,
this exercise will be easier if you choose an industry that has been written about consistently in the business press. In order to manage the
volume of data required for a thorough analysis, your instructor might
want you to focus solely on the home country of the largest firms in the
industry (unless most firms earn a majority of their profits from abroad).
2. Use data from a variety of sources, including those listed in the
appendix, in your analysis.
3. Try to identify the major effects of each of the eight factors (complementary products; technological change; general economic conditions; demographic forces; ecological/natural environment forces;
global forces; political, legal, and regulatory forces; and social/cultural
forces) on industry profitability.
4. Identify and predict any short-term to medium-term changes in any
of the eight factors that might alter average profitability in the industry.
Address how those changes will affect industry profitability in the future.
5. As part of the analysis, consider how the general environmental
factors may affect each of the five industry forces (rivalry, buyer power,
supplier power, threat of new entrants, and threat of substitutes).
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2. Use a Five Forces tool that your professor assigns to you (or one
of your choice) to evaluate that force within the industry you are

analyzing. Be prepared to either hand in your completed analysis,
using the tools from Figures 2.3–2.9, or show and explain it in class.
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Understanding the five forces and their effect on the landscape that
a firm competes in is a cornerstone of successful strategic analysis.
Figures 2.4 through 2.9 are general analytical tools used by a number of Fortune 500 firms to evaluate the intensity of the five forces
in an industry, either their own or one they are thinking about entering.50 These tools essentially help to quantify the ideas that we have
already discussed in this chapter. In practice, top management often
implicitly understands the dynamics of the five forces and might not
personally use the tools presented here to map out the strength of
each force and its overall effect on industry profitability. However, a
number of Fortune 500 firms use these tools in their strategic planning departments to provide rigor to the strategic analyses and
recommendations they present to top management. Although the
tools might appear complicated, they distill the concepts from this
chapter, allowing a relatively simple, yet comprehensive and detailed
analysis of the five forces.
You can look for the data to complete these analysis tools in the
sources listed in the appendix at the end of the book. Many of the

indicators in these analysis tools are objective numbers that you can
obtain from various data sources. Others are more subjective; they
require a logical argument for the level—low, medium, or high—that
you choose. Even for more subjective indicators, however, data from
various sources, for instance, articles in the business press, can take
the guesswork out of doing a five-forces analysis.
To use the tools, for each separate item, put an X in the box
that most accurately reflects the data you have gathered on your
industry. For some boxes this is a range of data, for instance, 60 to
70 percent combined market share in the rivalry tool. If the correct
number is anywhere within the range, put an X in the appropriate
box. Cite your data source and/or explain the logic of your placement underneath each item. Your answer for some rows of boxes
will be an average of more than one item. For instance, in the rivalry
tool, the degree of industry standardization is the average of the
four items below it.
After filling out each item, you will use the columns. Each column
is assigned a number, 1 through 5. The columns will help you to find the
correct answer for elements that have subsets to them. For instance,
in the rivalry worksheet, you need to determine whether the degree
of industry product standardization is low, medium, or high. The low,
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